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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a flexible and the self-contained platform used for acoustic levitation 
research that is based on ZynqSoCthat uses array of ultrasonic emitter(s). Multiple features are 
available in Zynq device that consists benefit for the platform: a hardware acceleration for phase 
shift calculations, a large number of parallel I/O connected to FPGA Mezzanine connector 
(FMC), an integrated ADC to capture various echo signals and easy programmability due to the 
C-based design for both CPU and FPGA. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The acoustic levitation generates forces in form of waves to suspend any light weight object in 
the air without any type of contact with it. This type of acoustic levitation is widely used for the 
contactless movement of the particles in physics, biology and medicines with amongst other 
areas. Someother processes exists for the contactless handling of the particles, including 
magnetic, optical trapping and electrostatic. 

Though, the acoustic processing consists more advantage of working at different materials and 
on different sizes. Hencethis can manipulate conductors/insulators and magnetic/non-magnetic 
substances with acoustic force. Theusual application ranges from blood washing to separate 
lipids, cell manipulation[1]. 

 

ULTRASONIC LEVITATION PLATFORM DESCRIPTION 

The figures 1 shows the full overview of the proposed system with example of the flat UPA (i.e. 
ultrasonic phased array). The project is based on Zedboardwhich interfaces with ultrasonic 
phased array by using a Samtec FMC connector that consists 68 single ended Input/Output. 
Analog to digital converter that is available in a Zynq device. By using the given interface user 
can selecta desired focal point in set of 3-dimensional coordinates in the array’s space. 
Processing system provides calculation of required phase delays in order to produce the focal 
point at user selected location. Phase delays, expressed as number of CLK cycles to delay a 
signal of the channel, these are written directly in Ultrasonic Phased Array Controller (i.e. 
UPAC) register(s) over AXI bus. UPAC generates a 40kHz signal and outputs them into a FMC 
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port. Phase shifts at 40kHz signals, these are then amplified by 0-3.3 V range to 0-16 V using 
multiple MOSFET drivers and then the amplified signals are fed to the transducers.  

 

 

Figure 1 

Calculating the Phases 

The ri (x,y,z) represents a three-dimensional Cartesian-coordinates of i-th transducer with in 
array and the rf (x,y,z) represents same values for the target focal point, path length LP-i among 
them is expressed as Euclidean distance as Equation 1 shows. Required phase shift for i-th 
transducer, in the form of wavelengths, is remainder followed by dividing path length with 
wavelength. After this,it is multiplied by 2π to get phase shift in from of radians as shown in the 
Equation 2.  
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DEVELOPED PHASED ARRAY 

 

Array elements are combined in various ways to achieve acoustic pressure that is necessary to 
overcome the gravitational pull and to suspend object in mid-air. In this project, to investigate 
various degrees of motion and stability of particle to control it, the flat single-sided arrays have 
been considered for further investigation. Flat single-sided is shown in the Figure 2, it has 
multiple advantages, one of them is being easy to make the frame and second is to produce 
various types of traps like twin-trap, bottle trap or vortex trap. 

 

Figure 2 

 

There are some limitations in the stability of the levitator upon the removal of reflector plate due 
to lack of the acoustic pressure which can be then supplied to the focal point by the single-beam. 
Reflector plate generates standing wave that improves the stability considerably high. Incoming 
and the reflected wave are then interacts with each other during a compression contacts with 
another compression or rarefaction contacts with another rarefaction, the amplitude increases to 
its double. Areas of the minimum pressure in the standing wave is/are called node(s). And those 
having maximum pressure is/are called antinode(s). The floating particles then suspends to just 
below node(s). 
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RESULTS 

The successful levitation of a particle by system. Quality indication of the levitation system 
consists strength, refresh rate and stability. To quantify intensity/strength of the focal point a 
sound-pressure-level (i.e. SPL) is measured. To measure the SPL, ultrasonic transducer operates 
as mic that is placed at some coordinate and array is instructed to generatethe focal point at the 
given position. Terminals of microphone are connected to the oscilloscope to measure the Vrms 
signal that is generated by the transducer.  

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper shows high-performance and implementation of the ultrasonic levitating system by 
using low-cost integrated solution based on the Zynq device. Various types of phased array 
arrangements and features of device are used to enable the stable and an accurate particle control 
in the closed-loop configurations. This paper shows that high-performance Zynq System on Chip 
offers a variety of features and low cost platform for the application. 
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